ON OCCUPATION TIMES FOR MARKOFF PROCESSES
BY

D. A. DARLING AND M. KACp)
1. Introduction.
Let x(t), t^O, he a Markoff process with stationary
transitions and values in an abstract space, and V(x) a non-negative function
over that space. In this paper we shall study the limiting distribution
of ran-

dom variables

(1.1)

—- f V(x(r))dr,

«-»»,

u(t) J o

where u(t) is a suitable normalization.
If V(x) is the characteristic
function of
a set, ftaV(x(r))dT is the occupation time of the set. The principal result is
that under suitable (but quite general) conditions the limiting distribution
must be the Mittag-Leffler distribution
(of an appropriate
index).
The method of proof is equally applicable to Markoff chains and, in particular, to sums of independent,
identically distributed
random variables.
We thus obtain a considerable
generalization
and unification of previous
results of Feller [l], Chung and Kac [2] and Kallianpur and Robbins [3; 4].
It will be seen that the somewhat lengthy computations
of these authors
can be dispensed with by virtue of the elementary
Tauberian
theorem of
Karamata.
Finally the distribution
of the number of changes of sign in a sequence
of partial sums of identically
distributed
random variables will also emerge
as an application
of our general theory.
2. A special cese. In order to illustrate the method and bring out clearly
the role of assumptions
under which the general theorem will be proved we
shall first consider a special case.
Let x(t), t^O be the two dimensional
Brownian motion, x(0) =0, and let
V(x) he the characteristic
function of a bounded plane set B of nonzero
Lebesgue measure. Let us calculate the moments of f0V(x(T))dr. Consider e.g.
the second moment

W(0 = eUJ
I

V(x(r))dr\\=

2! f

C T2
E{V(x(Tl))V(x(r2))}dTidr2

I V(xi)V(x2)P(0 | xu n)P(xi | x2; t2 - n)dxidx2dridT2,
«
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where

P(x | y; t) =-e-n*-v\\int<
2irt

||x—y|| being the Euclidean distance between
Introducing
Laplace transforms we have

* f

e-"u2(t)dl = —(

Jo

ir2J-<„J

fv(xx)V(x2)Ko((2syi2\\xi\\)K0((2syi2\\x2-Xx\\)dxxdx2,

where Ko is the familiar Bessel function
virtue of the well known formula

f

J o

e-'P(x\

-

2ir J q

we obtain

t

kind

appearing

in

= — K0((2sy'2\\x - y\\).
tt

formula

K0((2sy'2\\x - y\\) =-log-log

x

of the second

y; t)dt = — f e-Ml^ll2/2<_

Using the asymptotic

(2.1)

x and y.

2ir

s

\\x - y\\ + 0(1),

tr

s - 0,

immediately

e-»u2(t)dt~ —— I J V(x)dx)f log—J ,
and by a trivial extension

sj

s -> 0,

of the above calculations

e->>iLk(t)dt~-—-[\

forfe = 0, 1,2, • • •. Here C=fl„V(x)dx

V(x)dx) flog— J ,

5-^0,

denotes, of course, a double integral

which in our special case is simply the plane Lebesgue measure of the set B.
Since log 1/s is a slowly varying function we get by Karamata's
Tauberian
theorem (since uk(t) is nondecreasing and p*(0) =0)

kl

/

rx

j

V(x(r))dT < a\

uk(l) ~ —— M
It now follows immediately

lim Prob \-

«-.«>

A somewhat

\*

V(x)dxj (log t)",

t-*».

that

(C log <J o

more inclusive version of this theorem

J

= 1 - er",

ct ^ 0.

was proved by Kallianpur

and Robbins [3] in a different way.
It should be noted that the theorem depends only on the "infinite" part
nf the asymptotic
expansion (2.1) and hence only on relatively superficial
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properties of the process x(t). The deeper properties (closely related to potential theory) are hidden in the "finite" part —log ||x —y||/ir.
3. Preliminaries
to the general case. The special case considered above
suggests a natural set of conditions to be imposed on a general Markoff
process with stationary
transitions.
Let (fl, JF) be a measurable
space and
P(x, E; t) =Prob {x(2+s)££|x(s)
=x], x£fl, ££$,
t>0, be the transition
probability
for a Markoff process x(t), t^O, x(0)=x0,
with values in fl.
P(x, E; t) is a measure over J for fixed x, t and for each E a measurable function in (x, t) (with respect to J and the Lebesgue sets in 0^t<
=°).
Then for each 5>0, x, the Laplace transform

e-"P(x, E; t)dt
o

exists and defines a completely additive
Let V(x) be a measurable,
nonnegative

measure
function.

as a function of E over {F.
In the sequel we suppose

P, V satisfy the following condition (A):
(A) There

exists

a function

h(s)—> *>, .?—>0, and a positive

constant

C

such that
/ps(x,

dv)
^777^F(y)->c,

s-*0,

h(s)

the convergence being uniform in x£j£|
F(£)>()}.
If Fcan assume negative values and C = 0 matters are altered radically—
cf. a recent paper by Dobrusin [6] who considers a one step random Bernoulli
walk in one dimension.
In case V(x) =Xb(x),
the characteristic
function
of a set B, condition
(A)
requires the existence of h(s)—>cc, 5—>0, 0 <Q(B) < °° such that p,(x, B)/h(s)
—>Q(B) uniformly in xEB. This condition is met in the example of §2 by
the choice h(s) = (2tt)_1 log (l/s), >n which case Q(B) is the Lebesgue measure

of B.
Considering
example,

1

again

C

the second

moment

C Ps(xo, dy)

u2 we have,

as in the previous

f ps(y, dz)

—J «-*,„)- 2,/ t-JLr(j)f LA_ m _ 2;c=,,_„,
and by an immediate

(3.1)

extension

for fc= 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

f e~"dpk(t)~ k'.Ckhk(s),

s -* 0.

•1 o
Without
further assumptions
we cannot
However we have immediately
the following

apply
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Theorem 1. If
L(l/s)

(3.2)
where L(l/s)

h(s) = -«

0 ^ a < 1,

sa

is slowly varying as s—*0, then

lim Prob \f V(x(r))dr < xi
\Ck(l/l)Jo
>
= g«(x) =-I

1

r*

« (-1)1'-'
2^ -:ira J o j-i
7!

Sln irajY(aj

In fact from (3.2) and (3.1) it follows by an application
Tauberian
theorem that
' l

n t

of Karamata's

\k\

I V(x(r))dr
Jo

lim £

+ l)y>~ldy.

=-

-T(ak+1)

A!

* - 0, 1, 2, ••■

ll Ch(l/t) J J
and the numbers k\/Y(ak + l) are known to be (see Pollard [5]) the moments
of the Mittag-Leffler
distribution
ga(x), which belong to the determinate
case. Unless O^a^l
these numbers are the moments of no distribution.
For
a = l one gets the degenerate
case

——

f'v(x(r))dr^C,

<->«>,

ft(iA) Jo

in probability,
which is a kind of weak ergodic theorem.
For a = 0 the Mittag-Leffler
distribution
(3.3) becomes
distribution

1 —e~x,

(T)-Uifae-*'*dy,
The interesting

x^O;

and

for

a = l/2

the

the exponential

truncated

thing is that Theorem

1 has the following converse:

Theorem
2. If the process x(t) and the non-negative function
(A), and if in addition for some normalizing function u(t) >0

lim Prob \<-»

f V(x(r))dr < x\ = G(x),

(u(t) J o

where G(x) is a nondegenerate

distribution

;

then

h(s) = L(l/s)/s"
for some a, 0^a<l,

normal

x^0.

and slowly varying L(l/s).

Hence

G(x) = gtt(x/b),
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constant.

The proof of this theorem will be given in §5. The following section will
be devoted to some auxiliary results of independent interest.
4. Auxiliary results. By a simple change of variable we rewrite the result

(3.1) as follows

(4.1)

/> </«
V(x(r))dr 1*
o
\dt = fc!.

moJ,

-

11

Let now T be a nonnegative

(4.2)

Ch(s) J .

random variable

such that

Prob {T> t] = e-',

and which is independent

t = 0,

of x(t). We can rewrite (4.1) in the form

o
.I

V(x(r))dr

Ch(s)

\ = fc!
]

and hence we have the following

Theorem

3.

(4.3)

lim Prob \f
^o
\Ch(s)Jo

V(x(T))dT > x\ = e~x,
i

x = 0,

or equivalently

<r* Prob <I
V(x(r))dr > x\ dt = e~x,
I 1 J{•"'
1)
lCh(s)
o

J'00
o
As an almost

Theorem

(4.5)

immediate

corollary

we obtain

4. For every X> 0

limsup Prob <-

,-,-

f V(x(r))dr > xi g exe~x,

lCfc(\/OJo

/

and
lim inf Prob <-

,-.«

\Ch(\/l)Jo

I V(x(r))dT > x>

e-x _ e-\

(4.6)

^--—
•
1 —c *

We have, using the nonnegativity

of V,
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Prob \-

I

V(x(r))dr > x\dt

\Ch(s)J0

> I
£

)

e~<Prob <-

~ Jx

I

V(x(r))dT > x\ dt

ICA(*)Jo

r°°

Jx

449

( 1

/

fx/j

<r< Prob <-I

1

V(x(r))dr > x>dt

lCft(s)J0

= <r* Prob <-

I

J

F(x(r))rfr > x> •

(Cft(5)J0

'

Setting s=\/t
and using (4.4) we obtain (4.5). Estimate (4.6) follows in a
similar way.
5. Proof of Theorem 2. We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. The proof
is carried out in several steps which we separate for the sake of convenience.
1°. First we show that
u(t)
0 < lim inf-—

(5.1)

/—

< lim sup-

ft(l/0 "

I—

u(t)

h(l/t)

< oo.

In fact, if
hm sup-

»-.-

u(t)

h(l/t)

= oo

we have

Prob j-

f V(x(r))dr > x\

lu(t) Jo

)

I 1
= Prob <-

\h(l/t)Jo

and by (4.5) G(x)=0,

contrary

/•«
I V(x(r))dr

to the assumption

u(t) \
> x ——-\ ,

h(l/l)j

of nondegeneracy

Similarly for the positivity of the lim inf.
2°. Secondly,

we show we might as well take

(5.2)

u(t) = (ix(t)= e( f'v(x(T))dr} .

From (3.1) and the obvious

inequality

e-"nk(t)dt ^ suk(\) I
/I

o00

e~"dt = ^'Vt(X),

J y»XOO

we get (setting X = l/.?)
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Hk(l/s)

«-*

hk(s)
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g efclC*-',

or
Uh(t)

lim sup-

< ek\Ck.

«-.. *»(l/0 ~

Using (5.1) we have

,. ri

,.

(5.3)

M»W ,.

M*(0 /h(l/l)\*

hm sup= hm sup-(-)
,_.
„*(/)
,_„
*»(!//)

for positive integers fc= l, 2, ■ • • .
Since we assumed that the limiting

(5.4)

\

„(/)

distribution

< oo,
/

of

-— f V(x(r))dr
u(t)

J 0

exists and since by (5.3) the moments of (5.4) are bounded
moments approach limits and in particular (fc = l)

it follows that the

,. MiW
liml^*>

«(/)

exists. Since the limiting distribution
is nondegenerate
this limit cannot
zero and hence may be taken to be 1.
3°. We now start with (4.4) which we rewrite in the equivalent
way

(5.5)

lim

r"

s-o J o

(Pi(t/s)

e~> Prob {—/—-—
( C«(j)

1

r"'

in(t/s)

J o

V(x(r))dr

be

)

< x\ dt = 1 - e-\
7

x ^ 0.
By an argument

used at the beginning

hm sups—o

of 2° we get

§ r,
C/;(s)

and the functions pi(t/s)/h(s)
are nondecreasing
functions of / for each s>0.
It follows that a nondecreasing
function f(t) and a sequence s„—>0 can be

chosen so that
Ml('An)

(5.6)

lim^-f

at each continuity
By assumption

point oif(t).

It follows also from (5.1) that/(J)

lim Prob {—- -—s«-0

l.^l(//5„)

= /(/)

K(x(r))</r < x\
J 0
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and hence by (5.5)

(s-7)

f~^(£)d'

Let R be a random

variable

-' - "•

such that

Prob [R < t} = 1 - e-'
Formula

(5.7) can be rewritten

1^0.

in the form

"Hs)}''~''■
or, denoting

by TT(y) the distribution
/i

function

of /(F)

oo

G(x/y)dH(y) = 1 - er*.

0

By the exponential

change of variable

x = ex', y = ev' we get

C °°
'
J G(e*'-*')dH(e«') = 1 - tr* ,

(5.8)

- °o < x' < oo.

J -00

The left hand side of (5.8) is recognized

as the convolution

of the dis-

tribution functions G(ex) and H(ex). Since the characteristic
function of the
distribution
1—exp ( —exp x) is Y(l+i%)9*0 and since (by assumption)
G is
given, the distribution
function H is uniquely determined.
Thus (5.7) determines/^)
uniquely and it follows that (5.6) can be replaced by the stronger
statement

(5.9)

lim^iZ_L = /(0.
s—o Ch(s)

4°. From (5.9) it will now follow simply that/(/)

=t", 0^a<l.

In fact,/(0 being monotonic, is continuous except for at most a denumerable set of points and consequently
if tx, t2, and txt2 are continuity
points of/
we have

„. ,s

,•

f(hh) = hm-

Ki(<i'*A)

s-o

Ch(s)

,.

Hi(hh/s)

= hm-•

s-,o Ch(s/t2)

Since f(kt2) 5^0 and

lim

Hi(tih/s)

'

;

s-.o Ch(s/t2)

= /(/,) ^ 0,

it follows that
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= g(t2)

exists. Thus we obtain

f(hh) = f(h)g(h),
and it follows trivially that

(5.10)

/« = /"•

To prove Oga<l
functions.
Denoting

we need only go back to (5.8) and use characteristic
by 7© the characteristic
function of G(ex) we find im-

mediately

()

r(i + it)

y{)

r(i + iaQ

This is the characteristic
function of a nondegenerate
distribution
if and
only if 0^a<l
in which case the distribution
is ga(ex).
Finally (5.10) implies h(i)=taL(t),
and the proof of Theorem 2 is com-

plete.
6. Corresponding results for Markoff chains and applications to sums of
independent random variables. The preceding results can be carried over to
Markoff chains. The only difference is that we now use generating functions
instead of Laplace transforms.
We shall therefore simply state the assumptions and the principal
Let X„, n=0,

results.

1, 2, ■ • • be a Markoff

chain

with

transition

probabilities

Pn(x, E) = Prob [Xn+k E E I Xk = x\
and put
00

(6.1)

p.(x, £) = E Pn+i(x, E)z",

0 g « < 1.

Suppose that V(x) is nonnegative, measurable and that, analogous to (A),
(A') There exists a function /j(z)—>°o, z—>1, and a positive constant
C

such that

?»(*. dy) vl
Jr -uTny)^

s

r

z l'.

the convergence being uniform in x£ (£| F(£)>0}.
Under these assumptions we have the following

Theorem
5. A necessary and sufficient condition that for some normalizing
sequence u„ the limiting distribution of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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-iZV(Xj)
Un j-0

should exist and be nonsingular

(6.3)

is that

h(z)=——-l(-1—),
(1 - z)a

\1 - z)

for some a, Oga<l,
and slowly varying L. In case (6.3) is satisfied un can be
taken to be Ch(l—l/n)
and the limiting distribution is then the Mittag-Leffler
distribution ga(x).

This theorem is simply the discrete analogue of Theorems 1 and 2.
One of the simplest examples of a Markoff chain with stationary transitions
is furnished by the partial sums of identically distributed
independent random variables. Let Yx, Y2, ■ ■ ■ be such variables and set
Xn = Yx + Y2 + ■ ■ ■ + Yn.

Let the common distribution of the F's be F(x), and <b(t) their common characteristic function. Denote by F(n)(x) the distribution
function of Xn.

Then we have
/F°°

A
eitx<b(t)
e*" £ zndF<"+»(y - x) =--—,

pz(x, dy)ei"' = I

-»

J -oo

and hence if £ is a bounded interval
ard inversion formula gives

(6.4)

o

1 — z<b(t)

(a, b) with pt(x, a) =pz(x, b) =0 a stand-

p.(x,E) = hm — I

r->» 2ir J -t

—-——

1 — z<p(t)

dt,

where

4/(t, x,E)=
Letting V(x) =Xb(x),
needs only to determine

I e-it(-y-x)dy.

J B

the characteristic
function of a bounded set B, one
the behavior of (6.4) when z—>1 in order to apply

Theorem 5.
It does not seem easy to give the best possible conditions on <j>to
thatft(z) is of the desired form (6.3). However a relatively simple and
condition can be formulated as follows: If the distribution function
F's has either (a) an absolutely continuous component or (b) has a
structure and if, as t—>0,

(6.5)

ft<)~l~

|<K
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then (A') is satisfied with

1

h(z) =-,

1

7 sin n/y

1
h(z) = —log-,

1

ir

Moreover

1 < 7 ^ 2,

(1 — z)l~1,y

7=1.

1—s

in case (a) one has
C = Lebesgue

measure

of B,

and in case (b)
C = Number of lattice points in B.
Let us indicate the proof by considering case (b) and 7 = 1, the lattice
being of span 1. Only minor modifications
are necessary to treat the other
cases. We can assume that B consists of exactly one point fc, and then setting
E= {fc} we have, analogous to (6.4),

p.(E) = p.(x, E) = -\--—

2-n-J -x

It is clear that for each fixed integer

dt.

x, as z—>1,

If
Now choose e>0 arbitrary

1 — zd>(l)

dt

and a corresponding

10(0 | >l-e

^ such that

for |/| <ij.

We have

1 f

dt

^(£) = r2irJ-i

i—I^
I — zd>(l) + 0(1)'

and by assumption
(6.5) we can write <f>(t)= 1 —k(t) \t\ with fc(/)—>1, /—>0. In
particular
0<m < \ k(t) \ <M, \t\ <rj. Set t = (I—z)r, obtaining

/'

dt

/•*/<!-*)

_, 1 - Zd>(t) J_,/(!-,)
Let w(z)—>0, z—>1, sufficiently
/i/(l-«)

dT

-,/(!_,)

slowly. We can write
dr

J_„(,)/(!_,) 1 + | r| fc((l —z)t)z

dr

1+

1 + [ t\ k((l - Z)T)Z

-«(.)/(!-«)

-,/<i-»)1 + | t| fc((l —z)t)z
/-«(*)/(l-«)

dr

| t\ k((l — z)t)z

WCl-d

Ja(.)/a—)
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Since | k((l —z)t)\ >m the sum of the last two integrals

2

— log-~
m

The first integral

1 + mv/(l - z)

1 + mu(z)/(l

is clearly asymptotic

— z)

is bounded

2

v

m

w(z)

— log-•

455
by

to

u(z)

2 log--,
1 —z
and since co(z) can be made to go to zero arbitrarily

P.(E) = — log-+
w

1 —z

slowly we get

of log--).
\

1 — z/

7. Applications to the number of changes of sign. Let Fi, Y2, • • • be independent

identically

distributed

random

variables.

(7.1)

E{\Yj\

and furthermore assume that
istic function cj>(t)satisfies

Fy has a density

(7.2)

<t>(t)^l - \t\y,

We assume

that

} < =o
function p(x) whose character-

Ky£2,t->0

and is absolutely integrable in (— oo, oo). (These assumptions
can be relaxed
but we choose them for the sake of convenience; actually (7.2) implies (7.1)).

LetSB=F,+

F,+

• ■ • +Yn,n

= l, 2, • • • .

If Nn is the number of changes of sign in the sequence
now appear that the limiting distribution
of

(7.3)

Sx, S2, • • • , Sn it will

-Vf1^
-^E{ I Yj\ } n1-1*

is again the Mittag-Leffler
distribution
of index 1—1/7. For F's having the
symmetric stable distribution
of index y this was proved by Chung and Kac
[2] but here it will emerge as an application of our general approach.
Consider the vector Markoff chain (50 = 0)

IFo = (So, Sx),

Wx = (Sx, S2),

Wt = (St, S3), ■■■ ,

and let E be the set in the plane consisting of the second and fourth quadrants: E= jx, y|xy<0},
and F(x) =xE(x). Essentially we need only calculate
00

P.(E) = £Prob

{Wn+iEE}z",

n=0

which we shall sketch in a formal way, leaving some of the steps to the reader.

We have
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JE{ei<{Sn+,'S»+i>
J = 4>n(Z+ v)<t>(v),
and hence

Pn+i(E)
=ff ——
Jf"' e-i^+^+KZ
+ v)<Kv)dtdvdxdy.
Thus

*.(£) =

r r - i

r" Ir<pd
+ v)<t>(v)
—--——
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A simple calculation
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The appearance of E{ | F;| } in the normalizing constant
ready noted in [2]. Formula (7.4) provides an explanation

in (7.3) was alof this curious

fact.
8. A remark on Karamata's
as z—»1,

Tauberian

theorem.
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where h(z)—>«>, z—►!.Can one infer that
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with slowly varying L the answer is affirmative and is given by Karamata's
theorem. Our considerations
throw some light on the question as to whether
(8.3) is also a necessary condition.
Let us restrict ourselves to ft(z) of the special form
1 rT
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dt,

where
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with Cfc^O and T^ct = 1.
Let us now assume that the Tauberian conclusion (8.2) holds not only for
ft(z) but for all its powers hk(z), k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . In other words assume that
whenever
00

(8.4)

Y, anzn~hk(z),

z->l,
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and fl„^0,

we have
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It now follows from our reasoning that ft(z) must be of the form (8.3).
In fact, consider independent
random variables Yx, Y2, ■ • ■ such that

Prob {Yj=

k} = ck,

k = 0, ±1, • • • ,

and let the set E consist of the sole integer 0. If V(y) is the characteristic
function of this set we have (analogue of (3.1))

p-M£{("fm'))'}-J!{(?ns',)"}]~i*w
and hence by (8.4) and (8.5)

F {( Z V(Sf)/h(l - 1/W)) | -» bk,
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Furthermore

(by an analogue

of the formula

which precedes

(5.3)) we have

h^ekl
It thus follows that the limiting distribution

of

„. —11/,
h(t
l/n) t o V(Si)
exists and hence by Theorem 5 h must be of the form (8.3).
We have thus demonstrated
that, in a certain sense, condition
also necessary.

(8.3) is
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